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FOURWHEELING ACADEMY

TIRE INFLATION GASES

See GAS/p3

Figure 1    Left is the tire inflation gas test fixture schematic and right is the actual fixture with the pressure indicator “finger”
in the neutral position.  This means the pressure is the same in both chambers as indicated by the gauges.

By Harry Lewellyn

This article looks at how tempera-
ture affects various gases used to inflate
tires.  Normally, you’d expect the pres-
sure to increase as the tire heats up.
Some racers believe pure nitrogen holds
a given pressure and does not react to
heat buildup.  Other folks believe carbon
dioxide changes more with temperature
than air, and is detrimental to the rubber.
Still others think that moist air will rust
the steel belts in the tires.  I’ll report on
air vs. nitrogen vs. carbon dioxide vs.
helium temperature/pressure effects.  I’ll
save the possible detrimental effects of
carbon dioxide and moisture for another
article.

I will use the word “gas” to include
air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and helium.
When I refer to a specific gas, it will be
named.

I included helium to compare it to
carbon dioxide.  CO2 is 1100% heavier
than helium, whereas air is only 1%
heavier than pure nitrogen.  If weight

(mass) has anything to do with heat and
expansion, it will certainly show up when
helium and CO2 are compared.

I know the fur goes up on the back
of the necks of some when I make
reference to science.  For the scientist
(physicists and engineers), I’m reinvent-
ing the “gas” wheel with what follows.
For the skeptic, the test fixture (see
Figure 1) should graphically demonstrate,
beyond a doubt, how pressure, relative
to temperature, is identical for all gases.

BACKGROUND
According to Robert Boyle, (1660),

and Gay-Lussac (1802), scientists who
extensively studied how gases “work,”
the racers’ nitrogen belief just can’t be
true.  Most conclusive is Gay-Lussac’s
studies.  He found that all gases expand
at the same rate with heat.  That is, the
coefficient of thermal expansion is very
nearly the same for all gases and com-
binations of gases.  In contrast, the
coefficient of thermal expansion for other

states of matter (liquids and solids) varies
widely!  This means nitrogen gas ex-
pands at the same rate as does air when
heated.  If any gas is in a closed, fixed-
volume container, like a tire, the pressure
will vary with a change in temperature.
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MORE ON M/TRs
By Harry Lewellyn

Jimmy Nylund (past tech editor for
Petersons) gave me a call re last month’s
article on MT/Rs.  He offered some
insights, info and advice.

For whatever it’s worth, he claims
the MT/Rs that were first used in com-
petition had a different tread compound
than those currently available off the
shelf.  He called it a “cheater” compound
– softer than normal rubber that signifi-
cantly improves traction.

He also correctly pointed out I may
have misled you re load range rating and

plys.  I said, “...you need light truck (LT)
or load range C... 3-ply sidewalls...”

Neither LT nor the load range guar-
antee the number of plys.  I based my
statement on the “average” size 4X tire
with a typical load range of B or C.

Larger, higher load range tires (E, F,
G) may have fewer plys, but still be just
as strong, maybe stronger.  I’ve never
used them.  In summary, a specific load
range rating does not set the number of
plys.

We wandered on to talk about
weights and the tire moving on the wheel
with extreme use.  To keep track of this,

I typically use nail polish to mark the
valve stem and weight locations, which
eventually wears off.  He uses his Dremel®

tool to harmlessly notch the rubber at the
various locations.  That won’t come off!

I’ve moved and knocked weights off
the wheels by accident, but he cures that
with GOOP®.  He glues the weight to the
wheel and claims it keeps them in place
most of the time.  He and I both are great
fans of GOOP®.

MOON PHASESBy Ed Hooper and Harry Lewellyn

Last issue (March-April, p. 5), we wanted
to know why a calendar shows a fully filled
circle for the full and new moon, but shows a
half-filled circle for the first and last quarters.
Why isn’t it a quarter circle.

First, no one caught my graphic mistake.  I
swapped the full moon and last quarter symbols.

Uwe Luettringhaus got the answer.  It has
to do with the phases of the moon.  The symbols
show the very end of each phase (see right).

At the new moon, we see nothing, hence the
black circle.  At the first quarter, we see a half-
moon with the (sun) illuminated side to the west.
At the end of the second quarter, we see the full
moon.  At the end of the next (third) quarter,
we see a half moon facing east.

I’m still confused as to why the third quarter
is called the “last quarter” on a calendar.  Ac-
cording to Ed, it’s officially the third quarter per
“Discovering the Universe” by William J.
Kaufmann III, W. H. Freeman and Co., pages
21 and 22.

Phases of the moon    *= as represented on a calendar.  **= as you see it in
the sky.  Go to http://aa.usno.navy.mil/faq/docs/moon_phases.html for the
complete story and neat pictures.

http://www.eco4wd.com
mailto:info@eco4wd.com
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/faq/docs/moon_phases.html
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GAS,  from page 1

See GAS/p7

Figure 2    The top two photos show the
finger in the neutral position.  The
bottom photo shows the finger extended
(lower pressure in this chamber).

TEST FIXTURE
Figure 1 (left side) is the design

schematic for the test fixture.  On the
right is the actual apparatus used for the
tests.  It compares gas expansion/contrac-
tion, literally, side-by-side.

In essence, it’s two chambers, joined
at the middle, with a very sensitive
membrane in between.  The flexible
membrane is the finger from a latex
glove and the chambers are peanut jars.
I suppose you’ll have to take my word
for it, for the size difference in the jars
makes no difference whatsoever.  Except
as noted below, we’re looking at pres-
sure, not volume.  The effect of tempera-
ture on gas pressure is independent of
volume.

Two pressure gauges (one Swiss
made, Noshok, bellows-type, 0-5 PSI
gauge in each chamber) independently
read the pressures in the chambers.

Two ports per chamber made it such
that I could simultaneously introduce and
exhaust a gas into/from a chamber.  The
ports are hose-connect tire valve stems
that take a standard tire valve core.
Cores were used as needed.  In essence,
I wanted to make sure I could empty a
chamber of the original gas, while intro-
ducing another gas.  Simply filling the
chamber through one port wouldn’t do
that.  Two ports ensured a relatively pure
gas inside the chamber each time it was
changed.

The heart of the test fixture is the
flexible, “fickle finger of fate.”  Picture
if you held it to your lips and blew, it
would inflate away from your face, and
with a suck, it would move into your
mouth.  This means the finger will
always move toward/into the chamber
with the least pressure.  Most impor-
tantly, if the finger does not move (ac-
tually, regardless of position), there is no
pressure change between the chamber
gases.  So, if the gas in one chamber,
say nitrogen, doesn’t expand with heat,
and the other chamber’s gas does, the
finger will so indicate.

A “point and shoot” IR (infrared)
thermometer was used to measure cham-
ber temperature.  With this, I could make
some brief calculations to compare ob-
served pressure change with temperature
change.  These tracked as anticipated.

FIXTURE CHECKOUT
I first tested to see how easily the

finger moved while in the test fixture.  I
attached a hose to one of the ports (no

core) and used my lungs.  All other ports
were closed with valve cores.  The finger
would change from side to side with
blow and suck.  Finger creep (slight
movement) could be seen with next to
no pressure (one needlewidth, ~0.01-
PSI) indicated on either gauge.

On one occasion, while carrying the
cold fixture into the house, I noticed the

finger move.  Further investigation proved
body heat (my hands on one end) had
expanded the gas in that end enough to
move the finger.  That little finger is one
very sensitive pressure difference indica-
tor (see Figure 2)!

Since my experiments involved the
fixture sitting overnight to stabilize the
temperature of, and the gas within the

chambers, I tested for leaks.  The slight-
est leak of any sort would invalidate the
tests.

To help reveal leaks, although the
actual tests would be performed at a
lower pressure, I raised the pressure to
2 PSI in both chambers.  The finger was
then adjusted to the neutral position and
everything kept at a constant tempera-
ture.  This would test for external leaks
and could indicate chamber-to-chamber
leaks.  I also introduced a pressure
difference (finger displaced toward the
low-pressure chamber) to positively test
for chamber-to-chamber leaks.  I ob-
served each condition for 24 hours.  All
leaks were eventually plugged.

After chamber-to-chamber and ex-
ternal pressure integrity was confirmed,
I purposefully raised the pressure in one
chamber until the finger moved into the
low-pressure side, then observed.  This
was then reversed, chamber-wise testing
for chamber-to-chamber differences.  I
found none.

With the slow cooling of night and
the warmth of day, I expected to see the
fixture finger and gauges remain in a set
state, that is, finger neutral or displaced,
and no chamber pressure difference.  I
anticipated the chamber pressure would
raise and lower with temperature, but no
pressure difference should develop if the
historic scientists were correct.  The
results showed both chambers heated and
cooled at the same rate.

Next, differential temperature effects
were observed.  With the finger in the
neutral position, one chamber was heated
with a hair dryer or surrounded by ice.
This would temporarily expand or con-
tract the gas within that chamber, and the
finger should be affected accordingly.  It
was.

All pre-tests were performed with air
only.  After considerable patching, the
test fixture was made leak proof and it
was shown there were no side-to-side
leaks or differences.  The fixture per-
formed as desired.

TECHNICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

This subsection is complicated, but
I feel I must address as many of the
subtleties as I can think of to convince
the skeptics that I’ve done my home-
work.  If my words leave you glazed, you
won’t miss anything by skipping to the
next subhead.
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FOURWHEELING ACADEMY

ANTI-SWAY BAR BUSHINGS
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Figure 1   Factory rubber bushings deterioriate
with exposure to the elements and stress.

Figure 2   Rubber bushing deterioriation leads to washer failure.

By Harry Lewellyn

There are many tricks to make your 4X’s suspension just
right.  The type of suspension (solid axle or independent),
springs (leaf, coil, torsion bar) and shocks all play into the
equation, but regardless, you must eventually couple the
suspension to the frame.  This is where suspension bushings
come into play.

BUSHINGS DEFINED
The bushings are the fat, supple grommets that make this

connection.  They “flexibly” couple two very rigid elements
(suspension and frame) and thus take tremendous abuse.
Through every bump and turn, they are flexed and stressed
beyond belief.  OEM engineers do their best to achieve
perfection, but the bean counters eventually get into the act
at the corporate “bottom line.”  Their influence typically trades
potential perfection for the compromised performance and
short life of rubber bushings.

BUSHING DETERIORATION
Figures 1 and 2 show what time and use have done to

factory rubber bushings and metal washers on Jenna’s Toyota.
Automotive chemicals like gas and oil, road salt, plus the
atmosphere (primarily oxygen in the form of ozone) take their

toll on the rubber bushings’ exterior.  This breakdown eats
away at the rubber and leads to deep surface cracks.

Weakened by deterioration, the malleable inside eventually
succumbs to the stress of black diamond roughies.  The rubber,
now less substantial than originally manufactured, is stressed
beyond its limits.  This leads to more force on metal-to-metal
contacts, and ultimately, deformation.  The distorted washers
(above) show what stress does when rubber has been pushed
too far.

Wear and tear on the outside and inside of the bushing
leads to mushy handling and poor steering response.  Even-
tually, worn bushings must be replaced.  Consider polyure-
thane.

WHY POLYURETHANE?
The advantages of polyurethane over rubber are numerous.

Starting on the outside, polyurethane does not rot or deteriorate.
It does not break down like rubber.

Durometer is the scale used to measure the hardness of
materials that are softer than metal.  Rubber has a hardness
of approximately 45A to 65A durometer in its free state.  But
when compressed into a shell for use as a bushing (also known
as pre-load), it will increase and can vary.  Also, when rubber
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See BUSHINGS/p6

Figure 3   Energy Suspension bushings, hardware and lubricant ready to install.

Contact Information:

1131 Via Callejon
San Clemente, CA 92673
Voice: (949) 361-3935
FAX: (949) 361-3940
E-mail: hyperflex@energysuspension.com
http://www.energysuspension.com

breaks down, the preload changes.  This
affects handling and performance.

The durometer of polyurethane can
be “tuned” to the application.  For
example, if you have two different
materials of the same durometer, one can
be made more abrasion-resistant or can
have higher rebound qualities.  Energy
Suspension’s automotive-specific poly-
urethane material varies from approxi-
mately 70A to 95A.  But more signifi-
cantly, it does not change because it does
not break down.  It retains its shape and
durability over the life of the bushing (5
to 10 times longer than the life of rubber
bushings).

Rubber bushings also see more and
different stresses than their polyurethane
counterparts.  In some bushings, the
rubber is bonded to a metal shell at the
outside and a metal sleeve on the inside.
As the rubber bushing does its job, stress
twists the rubber and strains the bond.

Energy Suspension does not bond
polyurethane to metal, so the bushing
freely rotates thus eliminating this added
stress.  This also allows the suspension
to travel through its whole range of
movement without binding.  As 4-wheel-
ers, we need this when the going gets
tough!  Rubber bushings start to bind up
at only seven degrees of rotation.  This

either limits the suspension travel, stresses
or damages the rubber bushing or both.
This is where aftermarket products come
into play.

Energy Suspension has been in the
polyurethane component and bushing
business (aftermarket and selected OEM)
for more than 20 years.  Over this time,
through testing, it has made great strides
in suspension bushing design, material
properties and manufacturing processes.
This primarily centers on the material
used in the bushings, but manufacturing
methods and product design also play a
major role.  Energy Suspension uses
nothing but the latest in computer con-
trolled mold building technology and
robotic manufacturing.  It also makes
body mounts, bump stops, shock boots,
tie rod and ball joint boots, shock res-
ervoir isolators, and motor and transmis-
sion mounts and inserts.

According to founder and president,
Don Bunker, “We are proud to offer our
customers the finest performance poly-
urethane suspension components avail-
able in the marketplace today.”

HYPER-FLEX
As much of an art as it is a science,

Energy Suspension calls its polyurethane
“Hyper-Flex.”  American-made in-house
through and through, you know Energy
Suspension has immediate, complete con-
trol over materials, manufacturing and
quality.

Energy Suspension fine-tunes the
durometer of each bushing depending on
the application.  Hyper-Flex is also freeze
resistant, which keeps the handling con-
sistent in cold or hot weather.

INSPECTION
A “bell-like” rattle sounded a worn

bushing alarm in my case.  The problem
with wear, over time, is that you uncon-
sciously adapt to the handling degrada-
tion.  It would have been more prudent
for me to have made an occasional visual
inspection.  That’s easy.

Experience shows the leading edge
of a bushing takes more abuse than the
backside.  The outer wall of your shocks
(leading vs. following) reveals just what’s
going on under there!  The entire bushing
is exposed to the elements, but the
leading edge takes more of a continual
pounding from rocks and gravel than the

mailto:hyperflex@energysuspension.com
http://www.energysuspension.com
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BUSHINGS,  from page 5

Figure 4   Anti-sway bar action: rubber versus polyurethane bushings (drawing courtesy of Energy Suspension).

backside.  Start by looking at the leading
edge.

Besides bad handling, cracks and
voids are one of three replacement indi-
cators.  The other takes a little experi-
ence and evaluation.

Like a beer belly sagging over a belt,
do the bushings seem to be bulging over
the washers?  Are the washers more or
less parallel to each other, equidistant
around and over the bushings and cen-
tered in the receiving holes?  Do all of
the washer-to-bushing “fits” seem the
same?  If one shows a quarter inch gap
between a pair of washers and all the rest
are twice that, the skinny guy is dying,
but don’t stop at just replacing one.  It’s
important to replace all or none.  One
good guy and three questionable hombres
may lead to irregular handling.  Replace
’em all!

EASY VS. HARD
Some bushings are relatively easy to

replace and others require specialized
knowledge, skill, equipment and wheel
realignment.  Shock and sway (stabilizer)
bar bushings fall into the former category
while shackles, control arms and strut

bushings are more difficult.  This article
treats sway bar bushing replacement (see
Figure 3, page 5).

SWAY BAR FUNCTION
The stabilizer (anti-sway) bar re-

duces body lean on highway-speed curves.
It’s like a crosswise torsion bar with a
lever at each end.  These are connected
to the suspension via end links (defined
below).  As a turn compresses the sus-
pension on the outside of the vehicle,
some of this “down force” is transferred
to the inside via the sway bar.  It attempts
to keep the body level in a turn (see
Figure 4).

BUSHING
REPLACEMENT

Typically, a pair of cap screws at
each of two U-brackets (and bushings)
holds the central portion of the sway bar
to each side of the frame.  End or drop
links (vertical extensions at each end)
connect to the suspension.  If the body
and suspension are level, there’s virtually
no stress on any of this, thus making it
pretty straightforward to remove and
replace the bushings.

The Energy Suspension instructions
were clear and to the point.  You have
to grease certain surfaces, and make sure
each bushing and washers are in the
correct order and centered over the re-
ceiving holes.  Note there is a right-side-
up for the washers, too.

I was also impressed with Energy
Suspension’s use of zinc-plated hard-
ware, grade 5 bolts and nylock nuts.
With this, it’s unlikely that anything is
going to rust, break or come loose.

REPLACE WORN
BUSHINGS

Besides being completely worn out,
as mine were, there are three reasons to
replace soft rubber OEM bushings: per-
formance, durability and appearance.
Suspension bushings make a difference
both on and off highway.  Inspect and
replace as necessary.  Jenna’s Toyota felt
like a new car after replacing just the
sway bar bushings.  Try it.  It’s easier
than you think!
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GAS,  from page 3

Figure 3    Finger in crumpled flat,
neutral position

1355 Logan Ave., Suite 12
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

714-444-0477
www.spectrumgas.com

As long as the finger is not stretched,
air pressure is the only force acting on
the position of the finger besides gravity
and latex “memory.”

To test the effects of gravity, with
the test fixture horizontal (as pictured in
Figure 1, right side), I inflated both
chambers to the same pressure where the
finger was in a crumpled flat, neutral
position (see Figure 3).  The test fixture
was then flipped 180° (gauges down) and
also turned upright (90°) in both direc-
tions.  The flattened finger moved (hung
down) with the 180° flip and slightly
moved when turned upright, either direc-
tion.  As best I could, I reinstituted the
blow and suck test to see if I could feel
or measure any significant difference
between the various positions.  I couldn’t.
Further, I knew I could set the finger’s
neutral position to midway (not hanging
out either side as in Figure 2, center and
right).  I presumed this would minimize
the influence of gravity on finger move-
ment.

“Memory” (force) is that quality of
flexible things that makes them want to
return to their original form or position.
Try to take a regular balloon and make
it lie completely flat on a table.  Some,
if not all, will try to jump back to an
irregular or semi-inflated shape.

The finger, when crumpled, would
mildly try to jump back into a “ready to
inflate” form.  Since there was nothing
I could do about this, and I could very
easily move the finger back and forth
between chambers with very slight pres-
sure, I neglected the “memory” factor.

If the finger is stretched by air
pressure, the elasticity of the latex now
enters into the balance between all of the
forces, and thus could influence the tests.
In other words, when stretched, the gas
pressure within the finger must not only
overcome the external gas pressure (force)
to move, but it must also stretch the
rubber to expand.  This takes force.  You
feel this when you try to inflate a
balloon.  It straightens out easily, then
you must blow harder to continue inflat-
ing it.  To eliminate this, I avoided finger
stretch while testing.  I felt “limp only”
movement would not be influenced by
the “stretch” force factor.

As a side point, with stretch, I
watched a pressure difference develop
between the gauges, which verified the
“stretch” force factor.  This may explain
why the apparently infallible differential
pressure rule seems not to apply to tire

pressure measurement as reported in
several past articles.  These reported the
effects of altitude on tire pressure mea-
surement and the footprint.

I was also concerned with the “pis-
ton” effect of the finger moving in and
out of the chambers.  Picture the finger
to be a large piston.  As it moves from
one chamber into the other, it is com-
pressing the air in the chamber it’s
moving into and reducing the pressure in
the other.  It is literally changing the
volume of the two chambers.  I reasoned
although this would definitely play a part
in chamber pressure, the finger would
still move easily.  Finger movement of

any sort would definitely indicate a
pressure change, which was exactly what
I was investigating: thermal expansion
differences between various gases.

To further put my mind at ease, I
calculated the volumetric significance of
the “finger piston.”  At its maximum,
prior to stretch, the finger represents only
0.647% of the larger chamber volume
and 0.789% of the smaller one.  As a
result of all the above, I neglected the
“piston” factor.

I also wanted to see if specific heat
(a “heat capacity” quality of all states of
matter) influenced the rate of thermal
expansion.  In the quick heat and cool
tests (explained below), I patiently looked
for temporary finger movement.  If one
gas absorbed heat faster than the other,
I expected to see the finger first move
away from that gas.  Then, as the other
gas heated (caught up), the finger would
move back.  The CO2 vs. helium would
be the best for this test.  I detected
nothing relative to specific heat.

TEST PROCEDURE
I first filled (at various pressures)

one chamber with a specific gas, then
balanced the finger to the neutral position
by adding or removing the other gas

(usually air) from the opposite side.  The
test fixture was allowed to temperature
stabilize for a few hours, then, as needed,
the finger position was reneutralized with
the “air” side.  This compensated for
initial gas temperature differences.  Most
of the time, there was no need to readjust
the pressure.

Next, I let the fixture cool on the
patio overnight and observed it in the
morning.  This would surely equalize the
temperature of the entire fixture and the
gases within.  If one chamber’s content
expanded (contracted) differently than
the other, the finger would show it.

To explore temperature extremes,
and speed observation, I would also
place the entire fixture in the oven
(100°F, pilot light only) and then the
refrigerator (40°F).  The gauges reported
the expected pressure change and the
results were the same as the overnight
tests.

At the fixture’s low test pressure, the
temperature/pressure influence was more
significant than originally anticipated.  The
above 60°F difference accounts for a
1.12-PSI change.  As a result, I upped
the minimum setup pressure (at 70°F) to
1-PSI.  This kept the gauges in the plus
and not at zero.  Zero would have left
me wondering what the pressure was.

All of the above was repeated with
various gas combinations.

RESULTS
Boyle and Gay-Lussac were correct.

Temperature affects all gases in the same
way.  It’s a misconception that different
gases react differently to temperature
change.

THANKS
Thank you Darren Bradley (Spec-

trum Gas Products) for supplying the
various gases.  Darren has killer deals on
CO2 (tank) tire inflation systems.

http://www.spectrumgas.com
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So obvious, it’s often overlooked.  Page 126 of SHIFTING Into 4WD
offers this:

TRAIL TIP
CHANGE SOMETHING

2003 Coming Events

No-Loss Valve Caps

Never loose a valve cap again!  Easy
to install.  Holds air in the tire with or

without a core!
Four per pack.  See page 10 to order

Tire Deflators

Easy to use, adjustable, automatic tire
deflators.  Start with as little as 6 PSI

pressure difference.
Four per pack.  See page 10 to order

I have this bucket of red paint.  I paint the fence.  Oops, I wanted
blue!  Let’s do it again.  I grab the same bucket and paint away.  Darn,
it’s still red.  Several redos later and the fence is still red.  How come?

You gotta change something to change something.  If you think that’s
too simple to mention, you should see what I repeatedly see.  Same hill,
same track, same speed, same gear, same T-case range,
same tire pressure . . . same disappointing
failure!  You’ll get the same results if you
repeat the same techniques. This is as
true for life as it is for driving.

As I’ve preached before, I recommend a crawl before
you walk before you run 4WD learning process.  That
does not always make for successful first attempts, but
that’s OK.  However, if your second and third attempts
are identical to the first, you’re stuck in
crawl.  When you don’t get what
you want, on the trail or in life,
change some- thing!  Knowing
what to change and how much
comes with time and practice.

EVENT DATE REMARKS    (See Bonus Issue N/L /p# for more info)
San Felipe Sand Blast (H) May 16 to 19 LAST CALL! Sand driving and local excursions /p27
Piute Passage (C) June 7 to 8 Historic California tour /p28
Arrowhead Brunch June 8 Easy back way into CA’s San Bernardino mountains /p28
Hot Spring Mountain June 21 to 22 Rancho Santiago College class (714) 480-7390
Land of Volcanoes (C/H) June 21 to 23 Geologic California tour /p29
Hot Spring Mountain (C) June 28 to 29 Resurrected!  2 skills-improving days at Los Coyotes /p29
Fat Hill Fandango (H) July 19 to 21 Historic California/Ghost town tour /p30
Rubicon Rendezvous (C) August 14 to 17 Camping roughie in Tahoe, CA /p30
Monache Meandering (C) August 16 to 18 Historic California tour /p31
Arrowhead Brunch September 7 Easy back way into CA’s San Bernardino mountains /p28
By God, to Bodie (C/H) September 13 to 15 Historic California ghost town tour /p31
Golden Leaves & Trails (C/H) September 20 to 22 Historic California tour /p32
Death Valley II (C) October 17 to 20 4WD camping mini-vacation /p32
Copper Canyon Mexico (H) November 7 to 18 See Mexico’s Barranca del Cobre up close /p27

2004 • • • 2004 • • • 2004 • • • 2004 • • • 2004 • • • 2004 • • • 2004
Death Valley I (H) January 23 to 26 Furnace Creek Ranch-based backcountry tour /p23
Pinion Mountain (C) February 14 to 15 Roughie, camping, skills trip /p23
Truckhaven (C) February 28 to 29 Roughie, camping, skills trip /p24
Baja Whales & Rock Art (H) March 5 to 11 Great intro to Baja — Open to 2WDs /p25

(C) = Camping trip (H) = Hotel-based trip     = Schedule subject to change
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Coyote AIR ROBBER
UNLIMITED AIR: With an AR, you have

air with or without a compressor.
SIMPLE TO USE: Connect the AR’s

screw-on valve stem chuck to any in-
flated  tire. Use the custom lock
chuck at the other end to air up.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN: Connect a com-
pressor to the valve stem at the end
of the 3-way manifold and you con-
tinuously replenish the source-tire
while you fill the others.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION: The AR is 22-feet long,  has brass fittings, including a
screw-on chuck, a valve stem and a clever lock chuck.   Order on page 10.

tank
hose

delivery
hose

compressor
hose

delivery chuck

This unique, 7/8 inch diameter, double
braid, nylon towline is 30-feet long
and has spliced eyes that all but
eliminate sewn-in eye failure.  The
round, 28,500 lbs strong line is more
knot friendly and still stretches 12.3%
more than conventional flat, yellow
yank straps.

master-pull
super yanker

THE COYOTE’S
#1 YANKER

RECOMMENDATION!
Order rope with or without a large

vinyl storage bag on page 10.

BACKCOUNTRY PRODUCTS    * * * * *    BACKCOUNTRY PRODUCTS     * * * * *    BACKCOUNTRY PRODUCTS

PERMANENT REPAIR: Road heat vulcanizes the plug through a patened
repair process.  It will not flow under heat or pressure.  You make the repair
once and it conforms to the shape of the puncture and outlasts the tire.

SIMPLICITY: The first 100% self-vulcanizing rubber-fibre material, Safety
Seal uses no messy cement.  With the patented insert tool, tires can be
plugged in minutes, on the car, with little effort.

SAFETY SEAL is made from the same ingredients as the tire itself.  It is 21
plies of high-grade synthetic fiber completely  embedded in a super-sealing
vulcanizeable rubber composition.  Each yarn is  individually coated and
then twisted into a durable plug.

Kit comes with a durable 8” x 12” x 3” plastic case, pictorial instructions and 60 plugs.

Order on page 10.

ULTIMATE
TUBELESS TIRE REPAIR!

Attach the slide hook (left) directly to the
4X frame or use it as a choker to cinch up on
anything, including the downed tree
blocking your trail.

Loop the grab hook (right) back and
attach to any chain link.  Both clevis hooks
are easily removable, leading to endless re-
covery and repair uses.  Includes  3’ of
welded, transport, heavy duty 5/16” chain.

COYOTE CHAIN
Your buddy is stuck.

You are free, but you can’t connect...

The Coyote Chain is your solution!

Don’t travel the backcountry without one!

Order on page 10.

ã Fan-cooled motor runs nonstop
for 8 hours

ã Runs 200æ F cooler than
standard compressors

ã Extra long 13 ½’ power cord
ã 47 cubic feet per hour air flow
ã Rugged carry case that stores

all components
ã Made in USA; 7 year warranty!

Order on page 10.

TRUCK AIR CAN’T BE
MATCHED FOR THE PRICE!
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The ECO4WD newsletter runs the gamut!  It presents places to go, driving techniques and theory, new products, the class
and tour schedule, and more.  Back issues ($3.00 each) and reprints bring you up to speed on past matters and selected topics.  Use
this form to identify which reprints you want to order, then simply attach it to the order blank below.  Order specific back issues by
making a note on this form. * indicates revised format.
q *CB RADIOS — 9 articles on principles, selecting, operating, SSB, spares, antennas, SWR ........................................... $5.00
q  COMPONENTS — Diffs, auto vs. manual trans, front ends, shock absorbers, brake fluid, batteries, gas cans ................ $6.00
q *COPPER CANYON — 8 articles on trips, history and topo maps of Mexico’s Barranca del Cobre ............................. $6.00
q *DRIVING — 4WD features, net moving force, driving hills, sand, starting in gear, winching, waterproofing ................. $6.00
q  FIRST AID — Kit, snakes, hypothermia, killer bees, water, dehydration, poison oak, skin secrets, backache .................. $5.00
q  LISTS — What to take on a backroad trip, first aid, camera care/spares, and CB radio spares ......................................... $4.00
q  NAVIGATION — GPS, compasses, estimating distance, altimeters, topos, benchmarks, speedo/odo, stars .................... $6.00
q *RECOVERY — Details yankers, towing, tugging, coiling tow lines, CG, roll recovery, winching basics ....................... $6.00
q *TIRES — 31 articles on selecting, inspecting, size, lowering pressure, chains, tire gauges, repair kits and fixing ............ $7.00
q  Any three or more selections (clearly mark above) — apply 20% discount.
q  All issues of any one year ($15.00 per year, check year): q 2000   q 2001   q 2002

NEWSLETTER
REPRINTS

PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING, INSURANCE AND TAX!  Please allow 2-4 weeks for delivery.

q—SHIFTING into 4WD handbook—VOL. 1  [SPECIAL: Order 4 and get 5th FREE!] (see Trail Tip, pg 8) ........... $26
q—DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer—Southern/Central CA  -OR-  q—Northern CA ............................................... $21
q—Both Southern/Central and Northern CA DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteers (reg. $42) .......................................... $40
q—Guide to 50 Interesting and Mysterious Sites in the Mojave—VOL. 1 -OR- q—VOL. 2 ............................... $21
q—Guide to the Calicos: Ghost Mining Camps and Scenic Areas—VOL. 3 ...................................................... $21
q—Guide to the Remote and Mysterious Saline Valley—VOL. 4 ....................................................................... $21
q—Three or more of Bill Mann’s “Guides to...” — deduct $1 per book (calculate total) ....................... $__________
q—Coyote Chain—includes the “Recovery” newsletter reprint (see pg 9) ........................................................... $45
q—Coyote Air Robber (see pg 9) ..................................................................................................................... $39
q—No-Loss Valve Caps—set of 4 (see pg 7) .................................................................................................... $13
q—Staun Tire Deflators—includes 4 deflators and a leather storage pouch (see pg 7) ..................................... $60
q—Master–Pull Super Yanker vinyl storage BAG ONLY—(circle color: red or black; see pg 8) ..................... $39
q—Master–Pull Super Yanker WITHOUT BAG ................................................................................................ $104
q—Master–Pull Super Yanker WITH BAG—(circle bag color: red or black) .................................................. $134
q—Safety Seal tire plugger kit (see pg 8) ......................................................................................................... $55
q—TruckAir compressor (see  pg 8) ................................................................................................................. $55
q—Backcountry Adventures-Southern California .............................................................................................. $40
q—ClampTite ................................................................................................................................................... $45
q—Order or renew six issues of ECO4WD newsletter ....................................................................................... $14
q—Order or renew twelve issues of ECO4WD newsletter (two year renewal maximum) .................................... $27
q—Newsletter reprints—indicate selections on top of this form, then calculate total ........................... $__________
q—Use form below to order a FREE copy of the Bonus Issue Newsletter for yourself or a friend

or view and download off the internet (www.eco4wd.com) ...................................................................... FREE!

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE to:

ECO4WD
P.O. Box 12137

Costa Mesa, CA 92627

TOTAL: $___________N0305

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

EMAIL

ZIPSTATE

PHONE # (         )

>OFFERS EXPIRE  JUNE 30, 2003<  —then—
 Call or Email for Current Prices!    GOOD IN USA ONLY.

BACKROAD BUYS * BACKROAD BUYS * BACKROAD BUYS * BACKROAD BUYS * BACKROAD BUYS * BACKROAD BUYS

$ HERE —OR— PHOTOCOPYENTER QTY

http://www.eco4wd.com

